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One of* the conclusions that can be drawn from reviewing

the various storage ring proposals for ep collisions is

that the higher the en energy, the better. The 1977 ISABELLE

Workshop is no exception. Given that a separate ring for *

electrons is desirable, there is no reason not to make that 8

ring have as high an energy as possible. Every GeV of elecat gig

txon energy gains &£p in s (s • ffSp Ee). In other words -

proton energy is obtained by spending money on magnets and

landscape. To take advantage of this proton energy, money

should be spent on rf power for the electron ring.

We have looked at the possibility of a 20 GeV electron

ring in the 400 X 400 GeV2 ISABELLE tunnel. Using the well

known formula for synchrotron energy loss:

.0885 (S (GeV)4

*»B p (meters)

The units of S are MeV/turn. For the electron ring mentioned,

&2 *• SO MeV/turn. This is the average energy loss per electron.

Due to quantum fluctuations, some electrons loose more energy

than this. To keep a reasonable beam lifetime, it is necessary

to have an rf system which can supply more than 5 0 MeV/turn.

The actual optimum rf voltage depends upon the lattice chosen,

but a rule if thumb formula is v »• ~ &E. Thus, an 80 megavolt

rf system should be about right. The total power supplied to

1. P. Limon, these proceedings.
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f~~\ the beam to make up for the. synchrotron energy is ** 12.5 MW

for a 200 milliampere bean. These are hot unreasonable rf

voltages and power levels. 200[ milliamperes" of e" is

sufficient to obtain a luminosity < to32 caused"*1 2*3-

(asuuaing the standard ISA parameters) .-.

There are various proposals for the' location of the elec-

tron ring in the ISA tunnel. All "third ring" proposals in-*

corporate bending magnets in order to bring the electron beam

into collision with the proton beam. These bending magnets

will increase the synchrotron energy loss. In addition, the
• • . . *

synchrotron light froa these bends will illuminate some

portion of the experimental apparatus* necessitating clever >

design of macks, vacuum chamber and experimental detectors.

Consider an electron which is bent through an angle 9

by traversing a magnet of length I. Then the energy loss per

traversal is:

(M.V/traver.al) - .0885 X TE (6eV)]
4 x

2tr •

. 8, is the traction of a complete turn that the electron makes
2tr .
while traversing the magnet. 1/8 is the bend radius. Thus:

4 2
.0141 E 9

The obvious conclusion is that one wants small angles and long

magnets. •:

Assuming cylindrical symmetry of the mechanical configura-

tion of the ISA itself * whether the electron ring is placed in

the same vertical or horizontal plane as the ISA is of little

concern from this viewpoint. A vertical bend will allow the

2. R. Chasmanj Proc. 19^5 ISABELtE Summer Study, p. 751.

3. n. Steffen, J. Maidm*nt, Y- Cho, op. cit., p. 761.
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synchrotron radiation from the horizontal bending of the ring

itself to exit from the pip« and be masked.

These are three proposals for so cross-ing geometries in

the 197S ISABBLLE Summer Study. All these proposals bend

the electrons toward the proton bean and then bend the. elec-

trons again so that the. beams are almost antiparallel, in

order to obtain a small crossing angle. Extrapolating these

geometries to the 400 x 400 GeV proposal, bend angles of

8 ailliradians (up-down solution with #1 crossing ) and

15 milliradians (up-up solution ; up-down solution with #2

crossing ) are found. Due to the 8 dependence discussed

above* the 8 miHiradian solution is clearly preferred.

Assuming a 4 meter long magnet, the energy loss is 36 KeV,

corresponding to 8.6 KW for a 200 mA beam. This bend is

performed ~30 meters from the crossing point. The synchrotron

light (critical energy - .75 KeV) illuminates a band 24 cm wide

(one side of the beam only) and .4 mm thick aw the interaction

point. This is a power flux of 10 KW/cm . We started to look

into the problem of how to mask this radiation from the

experimental area* and quickly concluded that it was a problem

whose detailed nature put it beyond the scope of this Summer

Workshop.

Lee Pondrom points out that the* bend angle necessary to

process a transverse electron polarization to the longitudinal

direction is—35 milliradians for a 20 GeV electron. Using the

formula given above* AEfa * .690 KeV. For a 200 mA beam, this

amounts to —140 KW. The critical energy is 320 KeV. This is

4. R. Ehrlich, H. Mistry, K. Tigner* Experimental Backgrounds
Due to Synchrotron Radiation at. CESR, Laboratory of Nuclear
Science, Cornell University* Note CBN 76-25.

5. L. Pondrom, Summary Report, these proceedings.
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= _ a hot photon beam. In addition, .the crossing angle is so

^"*^ large that the luminosity is only~2 x 10 ca sec."* (assuming

the .7 x 10 ca sec given' ia Re£. 3 for the up-down

solution with #1 crossing). Lee Pondroa also- points out

that this proposal, if implemented for an up-down geometry* .

only allows one possible orientation of the electron spin with

respect to the proton momentum. Reversing the direction of the

electrons and the protons results in the same state. This

problem can be solved by placing the electron ring in the same

horizontal piano as the proton ring. By performing a vertical

bend of 35 milliradians followed by a reverse vertical bend of

70 milliradians, - the appropriate longitudinal polarization can

be achieved. By reversing the polarity of the two vertical

*f*\ • bends* the direction of the electron spin relative to the proton

momentum can also be reversed. Since these bends must, be

repeated to return the electron beam to the correct trajectory,

the total power loss is .84 MW - all of it occurring in the

general region of the experiment.

B.W. Montague has proposed a scheme which incorporates

both horizontal and vertical bends, thus obtaining a small

crossing angle. This scheme needs a total of eight 35 milli-

radian bends (1.12 MW). However, it suffers from the defect

of not being able to reverse the direction of the electron

polarization relative to the proton momentum.

The conclusions that can be drawn from these considerations

•••:'' >• • a r e * ' . - . . • • :

. 1) Much work remains to be done on the implications of

6. B.w. Montague, CHEEP-Longitudinal Polarization, CERN-ISR-TH/
77-34.
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synchrotron radiation for insertion design. Much off this work

v~s is of a detailed nature/ and will require the efforts off both,

accelerator people and high energy experimentalists..

2) In the absence of considerations concernnng insertion

areas with longitudinal polarization, placing the electron ring

in the same vertical plane as the electron ring is mildly favored.

3) Creating insertions for longitudinally polarized elec-

trons is difficult. Elementary considerations indicate, that

the synchrotron radiation flux in the insertion region will

increase by a factor of — 100 and the luminosity may decrease

by a factor of — 10.

4) The creation of insertions for longitudinally polarized

electrons favors placing the electron ring in the saae horizontal

«-v plane as the proton ring.

Finally* the theoretical question of the creation of

polarized electrons at. these energies is an open one. Sowevr?,

the question will he experimentally resolved by PEP and PETRA

before ISABELLE builds its electron ring.

+ Research carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Department
of Energy under Contract No. EY-76-C-02-0016.


